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Prologue: The Engineers have reached the flight deck to help with the major repairs needed on the recently damaged fighters.  They have arrived to a chilled reception however and things don't seem to be getting any better.  Will they all just get along?  I doubt it.  However we will see just how many end up in the brig, or in sickbay.

 <<<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

FDM O’Rielly
 ::is the mechanic who made the comment about  "JT Rats"... and isn't sorry, either::

EO Day
  ::glares at the mechanics who have stopped their work and have their eyes on the engineers::
 
EO Windne
 ::is standing in front of the door, wondering just where this is gonna go::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::sitting on the bridge watching the stars go by on the viewscreen and glad that for once...things are quiet and going along just fine.  Sips her coffee and gives a content sigh::

FDM Fixer
 ::sees the EO's enter:: O’Rielly: Do they think that they are going to tell us how to do our jobs.

FDM Mehalic
 ::wrench in hand very impatient::
 
EO Turner
Windne: Great these apes can't fix their own stuff so they send for us

EO SoSo
 ::looks around the flight deck::

EO Windne
 Turner: Uh, careful. ::eyes shifting around to the various mechanics::

FDM O’Rielly
 Fixer: That's what they think, but again, the whole Jeffries-Tube-Rat mentality....

FDM Mehalic
 ::looks to Fixer and O’Rielly and then glares back at the engineers:: Fixer/O’Rielly: They're Engineers, they know better... ::grunt::

FDM O’Rielly
 ::said just loud enough for everyone to hear it who she wants to hear it...::

EO SoSo
 FDM: Who is in charge here? ::speaks to everyone::

EO Turner
 Windne: Careful why?  These guys have hold by other end printed on their spanners

FDM Fixer
 ::Chuckles: O’Rielly: Yeah I heard about that.

FDM O’Rielly
 SoSo:  I am.
    
EO Day
  ::catches a bit of O’Rielly’s comments:: O’Rielly: I hardly want to be in your midst either...but we're here because you're too inept to effect repairs...so suck it up and let someone who knows what they're doing handle the hard work.
 
EO Windne
 ::whimpers:: Self: Oh man..

FDM Mehalic
 Day: Inept!  It's you Engineers who won't let us do our job! ::gets irritated and squeezes on his wrench::

FDM Fixer
 ::hears EO Day:: EO: Hey buster just who are you calling inept?

FDM O’Rielly
 ::thinks the EO is requesting a challenge:: Day: The only one here who is saying we're inept is you...  ::looks him up and down, stopping with the facial ridges:: Maybe you're compensating for something?

EO SoSo
 EO Day: That is enough!

EO SoSo
 EO Day: You will represent that uniform at all times or you will not be assigned to this detail any longer.

FDM Mehalic
 ::chuckles at O’Rielly's comment and relaxes his grip on his wrench::

FDM O’Rielly
 ::puts one hand on her hip and waits to see if he disobeys his superior, or rises to the challenge::
 
EO Windne
 ::wants to hide on the other side of the door now::

EO Turner
 SoSo: But JG what about these deck monkeys, don’t they have the wrong uniforms on?

EO SoSo
 All: Boys and girls... I don't know about all of you, but I have a date tonight and I would really like to get done here so that I can have some fun... can we work together?

FDM Mehalic
 ::grumbles:: Turner: Deck Monkeys!  Have you even turned a wrench, or are you too worried to get your uniform dirty?

FDM Fixer
 SoSo: we were working here their the ones down here causing trouble:: nods towards Day and the other::
    
EO Day
  SoSo: I highly doubt it, but I can tell you that we can deal with the major repairs, and leave these greasy pit-jockeys to handle the simple stuff.

CTO Grey-Feather
::gets a preliminary report on some friction on the flight deck between engineers and flight mechs. :: Himself : Dang not again.  *CO*: Captain I am getting some chatter that the engineers and flight mechs won't play nice together.

EO SoSo
 Day: Then I am ordering you to start with the greasy spot in this place.
 
CO K’Beth
 ::mutters 'so what else is new' :: *CTO*: Keep an eye on them and if there is any bleeding call me.

EO Turner
 FDM_Mehalic: What about your crew.  Cleaning the seats in the cockpits after a big battle is not exactly repairs

ACTION: From somewhere a tube of grease gets thrown at Day, and a large grease spot is planted in the middle of his chest.

FDM Fixer
 O’Rielly: They’re going to fix the major stuff and they can't even keep the lights on.
    
EO Day
  SoSo: And just where are you coming up with the authority to give me orders...we're all on a level playing field here.  I suggest you change your tone, before I... ::closes his eyes, and whips around to O’Rielly::

FDM O’Rielly
 ::laughs out loud at Fixer's comment, just in time for Day to get hit with a grease tube::

FDM Mehalic
 ::laughs at Day and turns to Turner:: Turner: Don't you know that if your seat were dirty, you'd have ten of us ordering you a new one because you couldn't sanitize or replace it yourself?

CTO Grey-Feather
*CO*: I ma'am, Smith and Wesson are keeping an eye on things.  I am doing a physical inventory on the torpedoes and am a little in the air shall we say :: looks down from the scaffold he is standing on ::

EO Day
 O’Rielly: Look, I came up here with the full intent of "helping" you people get these ships repaired...I wasn't the wise-ass who made a derogatory comment about someone with superior education and skill.  I'll gladly leave you to your work, and then you can explain to the Captain why you're weeks behind on fixing these damn ships.'
 
EO Windne
 ::stares wide-eyed at grease spot::

EO SoSo
 Day: Well since I am the only here that is wanting to do what it takes to get the job done then I guess that gives me the authority... ::turns to the head FDM::
 
EO Windne
 ::starts inching along the wall to a less noticeable area, like a shuttle or a dark corner::

FDM O’Rielly
 Day:  Your superior education and skill obviously wasn't in doing your laundry ::eyeing the grease spot::
 
CO K’Beth
 *CTO*: Understood Lt...::can't resist:: I know that inventory is somewhat mind numbing so...::grins:: 'hang in there'.

EO SoSo
 FDM: Point me to the worst job around here I will do it.

EO Turner
 FDM_Mehalic: Ordering a new one, since when did padds start coming with crayons

FDM O’Rielly
 ::has decided she's had just about enough of this one and turns her back, making a big show of ignoring him while she's working on a damaged fighter::

FDM Fixer
 ::grabs a mop and hands it to SoSo:: SoSo: Here you can start by cleaning the deck.
     
ACTION: Windne, not watching where he is walking, kicks an antigrav unit and it goes off, letting a fighter that was being repaired land heavily on the deck.  Luckily no one was injured.
    
EO Day
 O’Rielly: I don't have time to deal with simple-minded children like you.

FDM Mehalic
 ::looks to O’Rielly for support sees her turn and turns and walks up to Turner:: Turner: Since you couldn't understand the difference between a Sarium-Krellide Crystal and a Dilithium one.
 
EO Windne
 ::looks at the fighter and jumps as it hits the ground:: Self: Oh... no.

EO SoSo
 ::gladly takes it and with utmost humbleness starts to mop the floor::  FDM PO:  No problem I do it every day in my quarters.

EO Turner
 FDM_Mehalic: Careful there, you keep talking like that and you will run out of multi-syllable words from that book your mommy sent you  :: puffs chest a bit ::

FDM O’Rielly
 Day:  Then why don't you go make yourself useful and teach your EO how to not further break my already broken fighters... ::nods to Windne who has just caused her team another week of repairs:: Let's talk simple minded, engine-boy.

FDM Fixer
 ::sees the fighter hit the deck:: Windne: Hey watch where you are walking you just cost me 2 day of repairs on that ship.

FDM Mehalic
 ::hears the crash and ignoring Turner, darts in its direction:: Windne: What in the world are you doing?!
 
EO Windne
 ::realizes he's about to make the JT rat comment true as he looks around for the nearest Jeffries Tube to make a run for it::

FDM Mehalic
 ::quickly goes to the anti-grav strut and commences its reinitialization sequence::

EO Turner
 :: sees the fighter on the ground and realizes that no one is hurt :; All FDM: Well just what you were looking for...job security  :: laughs ::

EO SoSo
 ::shakes her head at them all and starts making mental notes for her report to the chief and the CO::
 
EO Windne
 ::looks to Mehalic:: Mehalic: Running? ::a nervous smile crosses his face::

FDM Mehalic
 Windne: Come here! Hold this ::points:: down until I reinitialize the rest of them to get this fighter off the deck.
 
EO Windne
 ::moves quickly away from Mehalic and the rest of the mechanics::
    
EO Day
 O’Rielly: So that's how all this is going to go is it?  We'll I'm through getting pissed off, I'm through, fighting with inept morons, and I'm through trying to do my job while being confronted with uneducated, ignorant, sob's who's only useful vocabulary consists of smart-ass comments and retorts to make up for a lack of intelligence, lack of education, lack of skill, and lack of anything else remotely redeeming. You can get this crap done yourself, and you can feel the brunt of the Captain's displeasure when she hears how long repairs are taking...and you can be damn sure, she's going to hear about the reception I've gotten here.

FDM Fixer
 ::decides to let the other argue while he returns back to the fighter he was working on::

EO Day
  ::turns and heads for the turbolift::  I'm through dealing with this #%@!.

FDM Mehalic
 Windne: Where are you going?! Get back here!

EO SoSo
 ::works fast but thoroughly on the floor::
    
EO Day
  Windne: Let's go, let them fend for themselves.

EO Turner
 :: sufficiently pleased at the ranting and raving from his boss heads for one of the fighters to be repaired.  Whistling and tossing his spanner in the air then catching it as he walks ::
 
EO Windne
 ::sees an exit and darts through it; finds himself on the floor after running into a wall:: Self: Ugh.. ::thought the stars were supposed to be outside the ship::

FDM O’Rielly
 ::doesn't even turn around as the crazy one starts spouting off angry nonsense and then leaves - figures she'll get her job done  quicker without him there ruining her crew morale, and the other one breaking things, and goes back to the fighter she's working on

FDM Mehalic
 Day: Oh no you don't.  He broke it, he's going to fix it.  Unless you Engineers are afraid of work so you cause problems to justify leaving... ::spots Windne run::

FDM Fixer
 ::claps his hands as the Engineering team leaves::
 
EO Windne
 ::is taking more of a mental exit than a physical exit::

EO Turner
 :: passes by Fixer and shoves an empty antigrav cart at him for his applauding, walks on looking innocent ::
    
EO Day
  ::spins around and grabs Mehalic by the shirt collar::  Mehalic:: I came up here to work, I came up here to fix your problems.  I don't like it, and I don't like you, but that's what I was attempting to do.  And frankly your whole staff is being a bunch of self-righteous @#*@(.  Give me one good reason why I should stand here and take it...and while you're at it, give me a good reason I shouldn't knock you out right here and now?

FDM Fixer
 Mehalic: I would let them leave we don't need them to break anything else.

FDM Mehalic
 ::Glares at Day not hearing Fixer's suggestion and says very solemnly:: Day: Do you want to die?  You must because putting your hands on me is signing your own torpedo to the stars.
     
ACTION: As Day grabs Mehalic, the entire flight deck goes silent.

FDM Fixer
 ::grabs a wrench and moves up beside Mehalic::

FDM O’Rielly
 ::sees that now the crazy one is physically assaulting people and decides that enough is enough::
    
EO Day
  ::snarls at the comment from Mehalic, pulls back his free fist and slams it into Mehalic's face::
 
EO Windne
 ::rolls his head to the side, and through the stars sees Day hitting Mehalic:: Self: Oh boy. ::jumps up as best he can, and tries to get over to the fighting couple::

EO SoSo
 ::sees what is about to break out and looks over at Smith and Wesson::

EO SoSo
 ::starts looking for cover::

FDM Mehalic
 ::feels extreme pain in his face and squeezes the wrench in his hand tight as can be swinging back at the assault::

FDM O’Rielly
 ::taps her commbadge:: CTO: Security to the flight deck - things just got violent here, sir.

EO Turner
 :: heads over to give his boss a hand :: Himself: Bout time

CTO Grey-Feather
 *FDM*: How bad is it lieutenant, last time you called us down because an engineer poured coffee on your flight deck

FDM Fixer
 ::sees Windne and Turner heading towards them and gets ready to defend himself::

EO SoSo
 Self: Sheez men and their need to see whose is bigger.... ::whispers to herself as she ducks behind one of the grav carts::
     
ACTION: The wrench make solid contact with Day's shoulder as blood pours out of Mehalic's nose.
 
EO Windne
 ::accidentally trips, and falls onto Fixer::

FDM O’Rielly
 *CTO* Well this time he poured one of my mechanic's blood all over the flight deck, I'd call this serious.
    
EO Day
  ::winces as the wrench makes contact, grabs the wrench to keep Mehalic in place, and from the other side, aims a roundhouse kick at his head::

FDM Fixer
 ::brings the wrench up hitting Windne in the stomach and they fall to the deck::

CTO Grey-Feather
 *FDM*: I will have my people break it up...stand by, you people need to learn to work together

EO Turner
 :: moving up and tries to hit Fixer in the head with his spanner ::

FDM O’Rielly
 ::thinks it'd be easier to "work together" if they hadn't sent  a crazy one  down here::

FDM Mehalic
 ::feeling his wrench stuck pushes off with all his might away from Day:: Day: You are a Starfleet officer! Acting like more of a knuckle dragger than you accuse me of!
 
EO Windne
 ::tears nearly break out; he wasn't used to having wrenches hit him:: ALL: OW!! ::rolls over away from Fixer::
     
ACTION: Day's kick misses and he ends up losing his balance and hitting the floor hard.

FDM Fixer
 ::rolls his head to avoid the spanner that is heading for his head::

CTO Grey-Feather
*Smith*: Alright you guys break it up.  Keep anyone from getting killed

FDM Mehalic
 Day: Get up and out of my flight deck before you get yourself killed! ::touches his nose feeling the blood::
 
EO Windne
 ::starts crawling away; he had only wanted to separate Mehalic and Day, not start something with someone else::

CTO Grey-Feather
*CO*:Captain your misguided children on the flight deck are at it again.  Apparently there is bloodshed this time

EO Turner
 ::Sweeps Fixer's knee with his boot ::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::sighs:: OPS: Put the vid feed from the flight deck on the main viewer please.

EO SoSo
 ::sees the sweep::  Self: Oooo that one is going to hurt in the morning....
    
EO Day
 ::quickly regains his footing, noting the grease on the floor::  Mehalic: Let's see how long you last without Engineering support...this is the last time you can expect assistance from us.  Keep in mind who started all this #$#@, because it sure as hell wasn't me!  ::swings one last punch at Mehalic's temple:: 

OPS NoDuz
CO: Aye Captain:: puts up the scene from the flight deck ::
     
ACTION: Mehalic barely evades the shot from Day, but the punch does some damage.. to O’Rielly who happened to get shoved in the way by other fighting crewmates.

FDM Fixer
 ::feels the boot hit his knee and thinks that maybe it might have broke::
    
EO Day
Mehalic: But I'm sure as heck going to finish it.

EO Windne
 ::crawls behind some grav carts and finds himself beside SoSo::

FDM Mehalic
 ::steps back a few steps and rears up charging at Day::

FDM O’Rielly
 ::gasps as the Cardie half-breed clocks her hard, and grabs him by the shirt collar:: Day:  Didn’t your mother ever tell you never to hit a girl?  ::punches him soundly in the jaw and then shoves him back away from her::

EO Turner
 <Smith and Wesson>:: watch and take bets on who is going to win ::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::sees the ensuing melee and growls to herself, muttering curses in several different dialects::
     
ACTION: Mehalic slips on the same grease on the floor and ends up flying into Smith's wide chest.

EO SoSo
 Windne:  That looks painful ::points to the spot where the wrench hit him::
    
EO Day
 O’Rielly: Women who hit, cease being women.  ::returns the favor with a left hook::
 
EO Windne
 ::takes a deep breath:: SoSo: Yeah.. it is..

EO Turner
 <Smith>:: pushes Mehalic back into the fight :: Mehalic: Get your backside back in their I have 2 strips of latinum bet on your boys

FDM Fixer
 ::gets up from the deck favoring the knee and starts looking for the person that done this to him::

FDM Mehalic
 ::grunts and jumps a tackle at Day:: Day: You don't invade a man's home and start trouble!

EO Turner
 ::kicks Fixer in the same knee ::

EO SoSo
 ::turns to look back at the group::: Windne: Now where exactly did this get out of hand?
 
EO Windne
 ::starts whining:: SoSo: I just wanna go back to ME.
    
EO Day
  ::grabbing onto Mehalic as he collides with him, wrestles him to the floor, going for a few kidney punches::  Mehalic: I didn't start all this!

FDM O’Rielly
 ::brings her knee up...  hard... in the right place to hopefully get this ogre off of her:: Day:  Shoulda thought as much, all the women act like men where you come from... how do you all tell the difference?

FDM Fixer
 ::groans in pain and swings the wrench in his hand at Turner's head::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::stands up and straightens her jacket:: OPS: I'll be on the flight deck. ::limps over to the turbo lift and rides it down, still muttering curses::

FDM Mehalic
 ::gets on his knees on top of Day and starts battering him in the face:: Day: You came into my room! You don't think that's starting it?

EO SoSo
 ::rolls her eyes:: Windne: Then go... I'm not stopping ya.
     
ACTION: O’Rielly, Day and Mehalic turn into one large pile on the deck, limbs flying, blood spurting

EO Turner
 :: moves back trying to dodge the wrench ::

 ACTION: Fixer's wrench makes contact with Turner's jaw
 
CO K’Beth
 ::walks up to the door of the flight deck and enters....stands there and watches the fight for a moment::
 
EO Windne
 ::nods and tries to get past the fighting group without getting hit::

EO Turner
 <Wesson>All EOs: Come on engineering you are costing me a fortune over here
    
EO Day
  Mehalic: I came up here to help...I got called a JT Rat, by your crew.  I was attempting to leave, when you decided that enough derogatory comments hadn't been made yet today, and then you decided to threaten me.  ::slams his fist into Mehalics face::  That was your last mistake.
 
CO K’Beth
 ::clears her throat:: Ahem....
     
ACTION: Windne runs straight into K'Beth, who recognizes him from the picture earlier

EO Turner
 :: staggers back  holding his jaw:: Aloud: Son of a ::spits blood :: that hurts

OPS NoDuz
CO Aye Captain:: suddenly realizes that he is the ranking officer onthe bridge::

EO Windne
 ::finds himself on the floor, again, only this time looking up at the Captain:: Self: Oh maaan...

FDM Mehalic
 ::takes the beating and returns the favors:: Day: Your man was running after he damaged a fighter I spent hours laboring on 

EO Turner
 <Smith and Wesson> :: move quickly around the other side hoping to look like they were doing their jobs now that the CO is here ::

EO SoSo
 ::the moment that it seems that the situation is in hand, moves out from cover::  CO: Captain I tried to talk some sense into them... but they wouldn't listen to me.
    
EO Day
  ::wonders why it's suddenly getting quiet on the flight deck::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::looks down at Windne.  Dryly:: Windne: Glad to see your sunburn cleared up.

EO Turner
 :: stands looking at the captain holding his probably broken jaw ::
 
EO Windne
 ::turns a very deep shade of red and wishes he could disappear::

FDM Fixer
 ::stands favoring his knee watching for Turner to start something else::

FDM Mehalic
 ::keeps flailing his fists at Day's face, but looks up to see where the commotion went:: 

FDM O’Rielly
 ::pushes Day and Mehalic off of her and looks up from her position on the floor::

EO Turner
 Himself: Who gives a targ's butt about his sunburn, my jaw is broken
 
CO K’Beth
 SoSo: I'm sure you did. ::steps a few more feet into the flight deck and looks around again::

FDM Mehalic
 ::rolls over and realizes Day is now on top and O’Rielly was under Day... :: Self: uh oh...

FDM Fixer
 ::suddenly sees the Captain::
 
EO Windne
 ::as soon as the Captain moves, he tries to dart out the door::
    
EO Day
  ::stops dead in his tracks with his fist inches from Mehalic's face as he spots the Captain::  Oh @#$@...

EO Turner
 <Smith and Wesson> :: start collecting up the combatants and bringing them towards the CO::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::raises her voice just enough to be heard:: All: When you are all done playing......

FDM Mehalic
 ::cringes at the fist dropping sweat beads on his face and looks up and hears the Captain's words:: All: Attention on deck!

FDM O’Rielly
 ::stands up and brushes herself off, glaring down Day and rubbing her jaw::

EO Turner
 :: tries to hold is jaw and talk:: CO: But captun, they startd the fight
    
EO Day
  ::gets up off of Mehalic and tries to brush himself off, his face still flush with anger::
     
ACTION: All the injured crewmen attempt to come to some sort of attention.. probably the most pathetic scene ever.

EO SoSo
 All: I told you, that you were all going to get it when the CO heard about this.

FDM Mehalic
 ::stands up and falls over on the other side he was laying on cringing:: 

FDM O’Rielly
 SoSo: Can it, girlie ::has had enough with that one's whining::
 
EO Windne
 ::holds his stomach that is probably going to be bruised for a while::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::gives Turner a look and then casually walks over and starts inspected each and everyone as they stood at attention...sort of and as much as they could::

FDM Mehalic
 ::gets back up and begins swaying at attention::

FDM Fixer
 ::stands at attention as best as he can His knee hurting something fierce::

EO Turner
 :: stands at attention with a jaw that is off kilter ::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::walks over to Fixer and tsk tsks, brushes off a little dirt on his shoulder:: Fixer: Fix that collar, chief. ::turns towards O'Reilly::

EO SoSo
 ::waits until the CO isn't looking and does a sarcastic mimic of O’Rielly’s facial expression and mouths 'Can it, girlie'::

FDM Mehalic
 ::wonders why the room wasn't spinning a moment ago and spits out some blood::

FDM O’Rielly
 ::glares at SoSo out of the corner of her eye, and feels sorry for whomever this date of hers is tonight, then looks at the captain::

EO Turner
 <Smith and Wesson>:: push some of the crew towards the CO :: CO: Ma'am here are some more trouble makers

FDM Fixer
 ::attempt to fix his collar as the Captain leaves::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::steps back to keep from getting dropped on by O'Reilly's bloody nose and looks her up and down:: O'Reilly: Are you the ranking officer in here?

EO Turner
 ::wonders what the odds are of kicking Fixer in the same knee without getting caught while the CO's back is turned ::

EO SoSo
 CO: And ma'am those two were taking bets and pushing people back into the fight... ::points to Smith and Wesson::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::indicates for Smith and Wesson to line them up along with the rest::

FDM Mehalic
 ::grumbles at the words he hears around him:: SoSo: Shut up and stand at attention!

FDM O’Rielly
 ::gives one final glare to SoSo - wishes she could extend the fight just one more punch  longer:: CO:  I am, Captain.
 
CO K’Beth
 ::turns to SoSo:: Ensign...I suggest you keep quiet and stay at attention.

EO Turner
 <Smith>SoSo: Yeah right and this blood just jumped onto my uniform.

EO SoSo
 ::snaps to quickly::
    
EO Day
  ::makes a mental note to have a "talk" with SoSo once they get back to Engineering...::

EO Turner
 <Wesson> CO: Yes captain we didn't want to use phasers even on stun with all these damaged systems around  :: hopes that she can't tell he is lying ::
 
CO K’Beth
 O'Reilly: ::looks around at the mess of the flight deck:: And who started this mess?

FDM O’Rielly
 ::without hesitation:: CO: Lt. Day threw  the first punch, ma'am.
 
CO K’Beth
 ::gives Wesson a look that clearly states she isn't buying it::

FDM Mehalic
 ::head drops and sighs still swaying a bit::

EO SoSo
 CO: All of them couldn't work together.
    
EO Day
  ::gives SoSo a look that could kill, and might::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::looks over at Day and then back at SoSo:: SoSo: I said quiet, Ensign.

EO Turner
 CO: You should have seen :: holds jaw :: the way they treated us captain

FDM O’Rielly
 ::wonders if SoSo ever shuts up::

EO SoSo
 ::wants to mutter... "Well you did ask a question."::

FDM Mehalic
 ::sighs and picks his head up more collected:: 
 
CO K’Beth
 O'Reilly: And was he unprovoked?

EO Turner
 :: wants to kick SoSo in the knee now instead of Fixer ::

FDM Fixer
 ::unable to bare the pain in his knee any longer and just passes out::

FDM O’Rielly
 ::looks her straight in the eye:: CO:  There may have been some coldness between the flight deck mechanics  and the engineers,  captain.
 
CO K’Beth
 ::looks over at Day:: EO: What do you have to say for yourself?

FDM Mehalic
 ::becomes irritated:: CO: Captain sir, he was provoked by my attempt to get his Junior Officer to fix something he broke.  ::runs over to Fixer::

EO Turner
 <Smith>CO: Ma'am we cant put them all in the brig how do you want us to sort this out
    
EO Day
  CO: Nothing ma'am.  I tried to walk away, and things got out of hand.  I take full responsibility for the escalation...  ::leaves it as if there was more::

FDM O’Rielly
 ::looks over at Day smugly...  he deserves whatever he gets, stupid Neanderthal who hits girls::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::looks them all over again and then shakes her head:: All: Since you all seem to have so much pent up energy...we're going to put all that energy to good use.  O'Reilly, Day...you will have your people clean up this flight deck until it shines.  Then we'll start on the corridors outside...and work your way to main engineering.

FDM Mehalic
 ::thinks to himself as he looks over Fixer for obvious damage... "Cleaning, the command solution to insubordination"::
 
EO Windne
 ::wonders what's happening in the flight deck as he rests in the corridor outside::
    
EO Day
  ::closes his eyes, feeling like he's back in boot camp::
 
CO K’Beth
 All: Then we'll see just how sparkly you all can get main engineering.  And people.... ::let's her voice get hard:: I want to be able to see my reflection in every surface....we have plenty of room in the junior and enlisted ranks so a few more additions will not make a difference.  Do I make myself clear?

FDM O’Rielly
 ::nods::

EO Turner
 Mehalic: Yeah and what's your solution :: holds jaw in pain and decides to shut up ::

FDM Mehalic
 ::looks up from kneeling at Fixer's side:: CO: This man needs medical attention.
    
EO Day
  ::stares angrily ahead, feeling like it's an insanely juvenile task::
 
EO Windne
 ::peeks into the flight deck::
 
CO K’Beth
 O'Reilly/Day: ::looking down at Fixer:: Get your people cleaned up and patched up and started on the cleaning, without any more trouble.  Now! ::turns and walks out::
     
<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

